
    Much attention has been given to programs -notably CERB- which 
provides income support for Canadians who find themselves either 
unemployed or underemployed due to Covid-19. Help is exactly what 
we expect of our governments when we need them, and the 
Coronavirus has certainly taken a wrecking ball to the Canadian 
economy. But equally importantly, small businesses need help, 
particularly those in the retail service sector, which has been shuttered 
since mid-March. Small businesses are the backbone of the Canadian 
economy and collectively employ over 1.2 million Canadians. The 
attached article <here> from today's Globe & Mail makes the case for 
more government support for small business beyond what is currently 
being offered. The crucial point being made is that:

all Canadians have a vested interest in our small businesses 
exiting stronger from the crisis. The shared economic benefits are 
obvious. But their contributions extend beyond our standard of 
living. This sector perpetuates the optimistic and resilient spirit of 
our nation. It acts, in a sense, as a bellwether of our outlook. The future feels much bright when the local businesses on 
our Main Streets thrive and prosper. It’s the kind of confidence we need to manage through these trying times.

So true and precisely the reason why Provincial and Federal governments must provide the necessary supports to emerge from 
the Covid crisis intact. Hope and optimism can be a fleeting thing, and when it's gone, it's almost impossible to get back. The was 
once a saying that the man who builds a factory, builds a Temple. But lets update that to the 21st century by saying that those who 
build small businesses, build a community. 

Growing up my home town was Dundas, Ontario and its main street -King Street- was lined with Mom and Pop stores from one 
end to the other. Frosty’s Fish & Chips -golden and delicious, Felix’s Barbershop (where you could get one of two different hair 
cuts -short and really short- for just two bucks. Once a month I’d save up my whole allowance and ride my bike to the Valley 
Charcoal restaurant which served a half-pound hamburger and the best French Fries. I always enjoyed the challenge of finishing 
the whole thing, while sitting at the shiniest Formica tables in town. There was the Cold Storage which sold meat in bulk and where 

I always seemed to have just enough change left over for a Polar Bar ice-cream 
sandwich, when picking up my Dad's order of ground chuck. Also Picone’s Market 
with its fresh produce for sale, displayed in baskets on wooden tables set up on the 
sidewalk out front. Across the street was Links Delicatessen that had the best sliced 
meats outside of a (back then) divided Germany. And on a hot day, there was no 
better place to go then The Valley City Dairy Bar where malted shakes were proof of 
God's existence. Best of all was Walkers Hardware which had a horse bridle 
hanging from the ceiling, and was the choicest spot to watch the Cactus Festival 
parade ever summer. I have a memory of being there with my Dad when I was very 
young. He was ordering a new hammer he was planning on using to build my sisters 
and I a tree fort. The sunlight was streaming through the windows making the 
pressed-tin ceiling seem less dull from age, and there were shadows on the old 
wooden floor created by its unevenness. I had a marble in my pocket -I always 
brought one when going to Walkers Hardware-because I loved putting it down and 
watching it roll left to right and back again, as it made its way across the store. It 
seemed every time the marble took a different path, confounding my best guesses 
as to which way it would roll. 

Of course many of these places are gone now, but the store front businesses that currently define Dundas’ character are part of 
what makes the place so livable. Small businesses are about more than just commercial exchange, they are the way people who 
live in the same town get to know one another. Locals know their patronage goes back into the very place they call home too, and 
strengthens the bonds of community. Supporting neighbourhood stores is about helping the owners child play on the local soccer 
team, not a CEO of a Fortune 500 company buy a villa in the Caribbean. So as towns begin to re-open, let’s offer our support to 
the courageous women and men who start small but dream big. 

Be safe, be well!
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